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Yahweh:
Look at this Scripture:
(19) So then you are no longer strangers and aliens, but you are fellow
citizens with the saints and members of the household of God, (20) built on
the foundation of the apostles and prophets, Christ Jesus Himself being the
cornerstone, (21) in whom the whole structure, being joined together,
grows into a holy temple in the Lord. (22) In Him you also are being built
together into a dwelling place for God by the Spirit.
—Ephesians 2:19-22 ESV
Seersgate, look at when this Scripture was written. Were there other Scriptures given
after this Ephesians book was penned? It is another misunderstanding of Yahweh’s plan.
Is the Church Era going to run on for eternity? No. But there will not be a lack of how the
offices stand in their being used.
Three office gifts? Four office gifts? What is My way? Why would I give pastors a tie office
of a teacher? There will be some who will say that the final two gifts in the church way
are stated as “pastor-teacher.” Would not that saying take away a woman having a
teacher office if there became a tied way of pastor-teacher? Wouldn’t an office trait build
in the woman to take hold of the teaching way?
You now have a real dilemma. It looks as if a servant in Scripture gave a pharisee dealing
with women (1 Timothy 2:11-15) and also gave notice of how certain ones labored with
him in the gospel (Philippians 4:3). Men and women can prophesy in church, yet this
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same pharisee-thinking man gave women a plan to keep silent in the church, and if they
need instruction to ask their husbands at home.
Not every church-attending woman was a married way. But Paul also gave women
instruction on giving a teaching and instruction plan over other women (Titus 2:3-5). And
what about the husband and, along with his wife, taught a young follower of the faith
(Acts 18:24-26).
It’s a real web of conflict, how the Church is today. Some say women can sing, but they
are to be silent in church. Every church breaks it. No one has one church outlet where a
woman did not sing under her breath. Is there a way to save women with childbearing?
No one can be saved under the law. Paul gave his opinion; I gave him approval. But it
has taken its toll on churches.
Women can be judges just like Deborah, but did I make a mistake when I gave her full
governing over the people? I hear these cessationists say that there were no good men
in her time and went with all I could get; a lower way is the presentation of a woman.
How could a woman be of less worth when I literally made her from a man? Woman–
taken out of man (Genesis 2:21-23).
See it. Paul was a Pharisee, greatly ingrained with the law and its placement in dealing
with women. Paul gave a household approach to the structure of church gatherings.
When Deborah ruled, she was a judge and a prophet who led military leaders (Judges
4:4-7). Look at her position. See how people would state that she didn’t carry weight in
spiritual matters. This concept of separating her governing (making her only a judge) is
a way to bring Deborah to a place outside of governing in spiritual dealings.
They say Deborah was a lowly judge, but they fail to see Yahweh gave her prophet traits.
I do not pick these servants based on gender. And having Deborah rule was not a lastditch effort. She earned it by submitting to Kingdom order, not the curse of childbearing
and being in constant warring against her husband’s thinking.
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If a form of “Deborah” came forward today, in a plan of being a judge and a seeing
prophet and a warrior, would they ban her? They would say she is a heretic, doing what
she feels is better, not submitting to what is written in Scripture. But take a look: Deborah
would have been considered a fake ruler due to what Genesis states (Genesis 3:16).
The curse of death is still manifesting, meaning that people are under the curse, dying
due to this (Genesis 3:19). But King Jesus gives a way of being set free from how death
leads (1 Corinthians 15, Revelation 1:17-18, Romans 8:1-2).
If Yahweh gives a woman a plan to govern even this day during the Church era, would
Yahweh be in contradiction of what He gave Paul approval to say? Think about it. You’re
still in the Church Era of My Early Church groupings. The Church Era will not continue in
the thousand-year reign. Wouldn’t this whole plan be a foundation of the household?
What if the Early Church leaders started a work and are continuing that work?
Don’t you hear people say that the dead Early Church apostles still speak to your era?
Didn’t they (those cessationists) make it plain that there wouldn’t be new office prophets
and apostles because the way of the Early Church is done with? But did I tell anyone that
the Early Church leaders were the foundational plan? Or did Yahweh build the foundation
on the office gifts of prophet and apostle (Ephesians 2:19-22)?
The steel is building up the work. The word of the Lord needs to continue to be heard,
for the Church is still being built. Steel runs throughout, not only on the building’s base.
Lay the concrete, but both steel and concrete need to build through the fame. If we build
a work and use other materials to build the stable traits and leave out a continuing of
foundational measures, there will be a falling away, weakness, miscommunication;
wolves eating and killing the young sheep.
The Early Church apostles may not have stated instructions for how to build up more
prophets and apostles, but doesn’t anyone have the wisdom that I give My servant to
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share? No one can train a person to be a prophet in the office. I Yahweh literally train,
call, prepare, spirit strip, separate, and launch prophets. I give a person the spiritual
calling and training to be a real apostle.
No church leader can make a person become a prophet or apostle. I literally go
after that person, activate their office gift, and tell them I will strip them from their old
way and turn them into a new way. But they must not fight Me in how I turn them. Free
will makes them yield, giving Yahweh a plan to turn them. And some who hear Me calling:
they will not bend to every requirement, yet they are still a worthy part in building up
power ways.
This is how Saul turned to Paul yet still carried the law traits and didn’t yield to giving
women a placement. King Jesus gave women a placement (John 4:1-42, Luke 8:1-3);
they walked with Him and even contributed to the work (Luke 8:3). Paul did indeed work
with women, and he dealt with them in spiritual matters (Philippians 4:3).
But just as how the Jewish people scolded Peter for entering a Gentile’s house (Acts 11:118), you can see it, how only with Yahweh’s backing should any plan be reevaluated (Acts
11:17-19). If I gave a woman a great prophet trait, a judge ruler plan, along with seer
placement to lead in this Church way, would she be out of order?
No church can train any human to be a prophet. Yahweh says it.
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